
Domain Theory and Integration�Abbas EdalatDepartment of ComputingImperial College of Science, Technology and Medicine180 Queen's GateLondon SW7 2BZ UKAbstractWe present a domain-theoretic framework for measure theory andintegration of bounded real-valued functions with respect to boundedBorel measures on compact metric spaces. The set of normalisedBorel measures of the metric space can be embedded into themaximal elements of the normalised probabilistic power domain ofits upper space. Any bounded Borel measure on the compactmetric space can then be obtained as the least upper bound of an!-chain of linear combinations of point valuations (simple valuations)on the upper space, thus providing a constructive setup for thesemeasures. We use this setting to de�ne a new notion of integralof a bounded real-valued function with respect to a bounded Borelmeasure on a compact metric space. By using an !-chain of simplevaluations, whose lub is the given Borel measure, we can then obtainincreasingly better approximations to the value of the integral, similarto the way the Riemann integral is obtained in calculus by usingstep functions. We show that all the basic results in the theory ofRiemann integration can be extended in this more general setting.Furthermore, with this new notion of integration, the value of theintegral, when it exists, coincides with the Lebesgue integral of thefunction. An immediate area for application is in the theory ofiterated function systems with probabilities on compact metric spaces,where we obtain a simple approximating sequence for the integralof a real-valued continuous function with respect to the invariantmeasure.1 IntroductionThe theory of Riemann integration of real-valued functions was developedby Cauchy, Riemann, Stieltjes, and Darboux, amongst other mathematiciansof the 19th century. With its simple, elegant and constructive nature, itsoon became, as it is today, a solid basis of calculus; it is now used inall branches of science. The theory, however, has its limitations in thefollowing main areas, listed here not in any particular order of signi�cance:�To appear in Theoretical Computer Science, 1995.1



(i) It only works for integration of functions de�ned in Rn.(ii) It can only deal will integration of functions with respect to theLebesgue measure, i.e. the usual measure, on Rn.(iii) Unbounded functions have to be treated separately.(iv) The theory lacks certain convergence properties. For example, thepointwise limit of a uniformly bounded sequence of Riemann integrablefunctions may fail to be Riemann integrable.(v) A function with a `large' set of discontinuity, i.e. with non-zeroLebesgue measure, does not have a Riemann integral.In the early years of this century, Lebesgue and Borel, amongst others,laid the foundation of a new theory of integration. With its furtherdevelopment, the new theory, the so-called Lebesgue integration, hasbecome the basis of measure theory and functional analysis. A specialcase of the Lebesgue integral, the so-called Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral, hasalso played a fundamental role in probability theory. The underlyingbasis of the Lebesgue theory is in sharp contrast to that of the Riemanntheory. Whereas, in the theory of Riemann integration, the domain of thefunction is partitioned and the integral of the function is approximatedby the lower and upper Darboux sums induced by the partition, in thetheory of Lebesgue integration, the range of the function is partitioned toproduce simple functions which approximate the function, and the integralis de�ned as the limit of the integrals of these simple functions. Thelatter framework makes it possible to de�ne the integral of measurablefunctions on abstract measurable spaces, in particular on topological spacesequipped with Borel measures. Lebesgue integration also enjoys very generalconvergence properties, giving rise to the complete Lp-spaces. Moreover,when the Riemann integral of a function exists, so does its Lebesgueintegral and the two values coincide, i.e. Lebesgue integration includesRiemann integration. Nevertheless, despite these desired features, Lebesgueintegration is quite involved and much less constructive than Riemannintegration. Consequently, Riemann integration remains the preferred theorywherever it is adequate in practice, in particular in advanced calculus andin the theory of di�erential equations.A number of theories have been developed to generalise the Riemannintegral while trying to retain its constructive quality. The most well-knownand successful is of course the Riemann-Stieltjes integral. In more recenttimes, E. J. McShane [22] has developed a Riemann-type integral, whichincludes for example the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral, but it unfortunatelyfalls short of the constructive features of the Riemann integral.A new idea in measure theory on second countable locally compactHausdor� spaces was presented in [9]. It was shown that the set ofnormalised Borel measures on such a space can be embedded into themaximal elements of the probabilistic power domain of its upper space.The image of the embedding consists of all normalised valuations on the2



upper space which are supported in the set of maximal elements of theupper space, i.e. the singletons of the space. This upper space is an!-continuous dcpo (directed complete partial order), and it follows thatits probabilistic power domain is also an !-continuous dcpo with a basisconsisting of linear combinations of point valuations (simple valuations) onthe upper space. The important consequence is that any bounded Borelmeasure on the space can be approximated by simple valuations on theupper space, and we have a constructive framework for measure theory onlocally compact second countable Hausdor� spaces.In this paper, we use the above domain-theoretic framework to presenta novel approach in the theory of integration of bounded functions withrespect to a bounded Borel measure on a compact metric space. Insteadof approximating the function with simple functions as it is done in theLebesgue theory, we approximate the normalised measure with normalisedsimple valuations on the upper space; this provides us with generalisedlower and upper Darboux sums, which we use to de�ne the integral. Theordinary theory of Riemann integration, as well as the Riemann-Stieltjesintegration, is precisely a particular case of this approach, since anypartition of, say, the closed unit interval in fact provides a simplenormalised valuation on the upper space of the interval which gives anapproximation to the Lebesgue measure.We therefore work in the normalised probabilistic power domain of theupper space and develop a new theory of integration, called R-integration,with the following results.� R-integration satis�es all the elementary properties required for atheory of integration.� For integration with respect to the Lebesgue measure on compactreal intervals, R-integration and Riemann integration are equivalent.� All the basic results in the theory of ordinary Riemann integrationcan be generalised to R-integration. In particular, a function isR-integrable with respect to a bounded Borel measure on a compactmetric space i� it is continuous almost everywhere.� When the R-integral of a function (with respect to a bounded Borelmeasure on a compact metric space) exists so does its Lebesgueintegral and the two integrals are equal.Therefore, our theory, which includes the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral, is afaithful and sound generalisation of Riemann integration; it overcomes thelimitations (i) and (ii) mentioned above, while retaining the constructivenature of Riemann integration. In practice, we are often only interested inthe integral of functions which are not too discontinuous, i.e. R-integrationis su�cient at least for bounded functions.We apply the new theory to obtain a simple approximating sequencefor the integral of a real-valued almost everywhere continuous function with3



respect to the unique invariant measure of an iterated function system withprobabilities on any compact metric space.2 A Constructive Framework for Measure TheoryIn this section, we �rst review the domain-theoretic framework for measuretheory on locally compact second countable spaces which was establishedin [9]. We will also present some of the background results, in particularfrom [17], that we need here.We will use the standard terminology and notations of domain theory,as for example in [18]. Given a dcpo (D;v) and a subset A � D, we let"A = fd 2 D j 9a 2 A: a v dg and ""A = fd 2 D j 9a 2 A: a� dgwhere � is the way-below relation in D. We denote the lattice of opensets of a topological space X by 
X . Given a mapping f : X ! Y oftopological spaces and a subset a � X , we denote the forward image of aby f [a], i.e. f [a] = ff(x) j x 2 ag. Finally, for a subset a � X of a compactmetric space X , the diameter of a is denoted by jaj.2.1 The Upper SpaceRecall [25] that given any Hausdor� topological space X , its upper spaceUX is the set of all non-empty compact subsets of X with the uppertopology which has basic open sets �a = fC 2 UX j C � ag for any open seta 2 
X . The following properties are easy consequences of this de�nition.(See [9].) The specialisation ordering vu of UX is reverse inclusion, i.e.A vu B def() 8a 2 
X [A � a) B � a] () A � B:Furthermore (UX;�) is a bounded complete dcpo, in which the least upperbound of a directed set of elements is the intersection of these elementsand the Scott topology re�nes the upper topology. The singleton maps : X ! UXx 7! fxgembeds X onto the set of maximal elements of UX .Proposition 2.1 [9] Let X be a second countable locally compact Hausdor�space.(i) The dcpo (UX;�) is !-continuous.(ii) The Scott topology on (UX;�) coincides with the upper topology.(iii) The way below relation B � C holds in (UX;�) i� C is contained inthe interior of B as subsets of X.4



(iv) (UX;�) can be given an e�ective structure. From any countable basisB of X consisting of relatively compact neighbourhoods1, we can getan order basis of UX consisting of the �nite unions of elements ofB. �Therefore, any second countable locally compact Hausdor� space X , canbe embedded into its upper space UX which can be given an e�ectivestructure. We would like to have a similar embedding for the set ofbounded Borel measures on X . For this, we use the probabilistic powerdomain of UX .2.2 The Probabilistic Power DomainRecall from [7, 24, 21, 16] that a valuation on a topological space Y is amap � : 
Y ! [0;1) which satis�es:(i) �(a) + �(b) = �(a [ b) + �(a \ b)(ii) �(;) = 0(iii) a � b) �(a) � �(b)A continuous valuation [21, 17, 16] is a valuation such that wheneverA � 
(Y ) is a directed set (wrt �) of open sets of Y , then�( [O2AO) = supO2A�(O):For any b 2 Y , the point valuation based at b is the valuation�b : 
(Y )! [0;1) de�ned by�b(O) = ( 1 if b 2 O0 otherwise:Any �nite linear combination nXi=1 ri�biof point valuations �bi with constant coe�cients ri 2 [0;1), (1 � i � n) isa continuous valuation on Y , which we call a simple valuation.The probabilistic power domain, PY , of a topological space Y consistsof the set of continuous valuations � on Y with �(Y ) � 1 and is orderedas follows: � v � i� for all open sets O of Y , �(O) � �(O):The partial order (PY;v) is a dcpo with bottom in which the lub of adirected set h�iii2I is given by Fi �i = �, where for O 2 
(Y ) we have�(O) = sup i2I�i(O):The probabilistic power domain gives rise to a functorP : DCPO ! DCPO on the category of dcpo's and continuous1A relatively compact subset of a topological space is one whose closure is compact5



functions [16]. Given a continuous function f : Y ! Z betweendcpo's Y and Z, the continuous function Pf : PY ! PZ is de�ned byPf(�)(O) = �(f�1(O)). For convenience, we therefore write Pf(�) = ��f�1.For later use we need the following property of this functor.Proposition 2.2 The functor P : DCPO ! DCPO is locally continuous,i.e. it is Scott continuous on homsets.Proof Let hfiii2I be a directed family of maps fi : Y ! Z in the functionspace Y ! Z. Let f = Fi2I fi. It is easy to see that for any open setO � Z, we have f�1(O) = Si f�1i (O). Now let � 2 PY . Then, we get:(P Fi fi)(�)(O) = (Pf)(�)(O) = �(f�1(O)) = �(Si f�1i (O))= sup i�(f�1i (O)) = Fi(� � f�1i )(O) = (Fi Pfi)(�)(O): �It is easy to see that, if Y is a dcpo, the map� : Y ! PYb 7! �bis continuous. Furthermore, there is a nice characterisation of the partialorder on simple valuations on a dcpo, aptly called the splitting lemma byJones.Proposition 2.3 [16, page 84] Let Y be a dcpo. For two simple valuations�1 = Xb2B rb�b �2 = Xc2C sc�cin PY , we have: �1 v �2 i�, for all b 2 B and all c 2 C, there exists anonnegative number tb;c such thatXc2C tb;c = rb Xb2B tb;c � scand tb;c 6= 0 implies b v c.Proof The `if' part is the splitting lemma [16, page 84]. For the `only if'part, assume the condition above holds and let O 2 
Y . Put A = O \ B.Then, we have:�1(O) = Pb2A rb =Pb2APbvc tb;c� Pc2C\"APbvc tb;c �Pc2C\"A sc = �2(O):Therefore �1 v �2. �If Y is a continuous dcpo, then there is an analogue of thesplitting lemma for the way-below relation. First we need the followingcharacterisation of the way-below relation.6



Proposition 2.4 [19, page 46] Let � = Pb2B rb�b be a simple valuationand � a continuous valuation on a continuous dcpo. Then � � � i� for allA � B we have Xb2A rb < �(""A): �Proposition 2.5 Let Y be a continuous dcpo. For two simple valuations�1 = Xb2B rb�b �2 = Xc2C sc�cin PY , we have �1 � �2 i�, for all b 2 B and all c 2 C, there exists anonnegative number tb;c such thatXc2C tb;c = rb Xb2B tb;c < scand tb;c 6= 0 implies b� c.Proof The `only if' part is shown in [16, page 87]. For the `if' part,assume the above condition holds for �1 and �2. Let A � B, thenPb2A rb = Pb2APb�c tb;c� Pc2C\""APb�c tb;c< Pc2C\""A sc= �2(""A):It follows, by Proposition 2.4, that �1 � �2. �The following important result was established in [16, pages 94-98] andappears in [17].Theorem 2.6 If Y is an (!)-continuous dcpo then PY is also(!)-continuous and has a basis consisting of simple valuations. �2.3 Extending Valuations to MeasuresWe also need some results about the extensions of continuous valuationsto Borel measures. Recall that a Borel measure � on a locally compactHausdor� space is regular if for all Borel subsets B of X , we have:�(B) = inf f�(O) j B � O;O openg = sup f�(K) j B � K;K compactg:Any bounded measure on a �-compact and locally compact Hausdor� spaceis regular [23, page 50]. In particular any bounded Borel measure on asecond countable locally compact Hausdor� space is regular [20, page 344].Furthermore, we have: 7



Proposition 2.7 [9] On a locally compact second countable Hausdor�space, bounded Borel measures and continuous valuations coincide. �We also recall the following result of J. Lawson. First, recall that thelattice 
Y of open sets of a locally quasi-compact sober space Y isa continuous distributive lattice and Y is in fact isomorphic with thespectrum Spec(
Y ), consisting of non-unit prime elements of 
Y with thehull-kernel topology. The Lawson topology on 
Y induces a topology onSpec(
Y ) and hence on Y which is �ner than the original topology of Y .(See [13, page 252].)Proposition 2.8 [21, page 221] Any continuous valuation on a secondcountable locally quasi-compact sober space Y extends uniquely to a regularBorel measure on Y equipped with the relative Lawson topology induced from
Y . �For an !-continuous bounded complete dcpo Y , the relative Lawsontopology induced from 
Y coincides with the Lawson topology on Ywhich is compact and Hausdor� [1, Exercise 7.3.19.8]. We then obtain thefollowing.Corollary 2.9 Any continuous valuation on an !-continuous boundedcomplete dcpo Y extends uniquely to a regular measure on Y equipped withits compact Lawson topology. �For !-continuous dcpo's with bottom, which we will only be concernedwith in the next sections, we can give a more direct extension result usinga lemma by Saheb-Djahromi as follows.Lemma 2.10 [24, page24] The lub of any !-chain h�iii�0 of simplevaluations �i on a dcpo Y with �i(Y ) = 1 extends uniquely to a Borelmeasure on Y . �Proposition 2.11 Any continuous valuation � on an !-continuous dcpo Ywith bottom extends uniquely to a Borel measure on Y .Proof If �(Y ) = 0, then the result is trivial. Otherwise, we can assumewithout loss of generality, i.e. by a rescaling, that �(Y ) = 1. ByTheorem 2.6, there exists an !-chain h�iii�0 of simple valuations withFi �i = �. For each i � 0, let �+i = � + (1� �(Y ))�?. Then, it is easy tocheck that h�+i ii�0 is an !-chain of simple valuations with �i(Y ) = 1 andwith lub �. It follows by Lemma 2.10 that � extends uniquely to a Borelmeasure on Y . �2.4 Measure Theory via Domain TheoryIn [9], a suitable computational framework for measure theory on a locallycompact Hausdor� space X has been established using the probabilisticpower domain of the upper space of X . We recall the main results here.Since UX is !-continuous so is therefore PUX .8



Proposition 2.12 [9, Proposition 5.8] For any open set a 2 
X, thesingleton map s : X ! UX induces a G� subset s[a] � UX. �Corollary 2.13 Any Borel subset B � X induces a Borel subsets[B] � UX. �For � 2 PUX , let �� be its unique extension to a Borel measure on UXgiven by Proposition 2.11 above. Let S(X) � PUX denote the set ofvaluations which are supported on the Borel set s[X ] of maximal elementsof UX , i.e. S(X) = f� 2 PUX j ��(UX � s[X ]) = 0g. We have � 2 S(X)i� �(�a) = ��(s[a]) for all a 2 
X . Furthermore, S(X) will be a subdcpoof PUX . Let M(X) be the set of Borel measures � on X which arebounded by one (�(X) � 1). De�ne a partial order on M(X) by � v � i��(O) � �(O) for all open sets O 2 
X . Then M(X) will also be a dcpo.Let M1(X) � M(X) be the subset of normalised measures (�(X) = 1).Similarly, de�ne P 1UX � PUX and S1(X) � S(X).Proposition 2.14 [9, Proposition 5.17] If � 2 S1(X) then � is a maximalelement of PUX. �The main result is the following.Theorem 2.15 [9, Theorem 5.20] The dcpo's M(X) and S(X) areisomorphic via the maps e : M(X) ! S(X) with e(�) = � � s�1 andj : S(X)!M(X) with j(�) = �� � s. Moreover, these maps restrict to givean isomorphism between M1(X) and S1(X). �We can therefore identify M(X) with S(X) � PUX . But PUX has abasis consisting of simple valuations which can be used to provide it withan e�ective structure. This therefore gives us a constructive framework forbounded Borel measures on X .Important Note: For convenience, we often identify � with e(�)and write � instead of e(�). Therefore, depending on the context, �can either be a Borel measure on X or a valuation on UX whichis supported on s[X ]. We will also write the unique extension �� simply as �.Example 2.16 Let X = [0; 1] be the unit interval with the Lebesguemeasure �. Each partitionq : 0 = x0 < x1 < � � � < xj�1 < xj < xj+1 < � � �< xN�1 < xN = 1of [0; 1] gives rise to a simple valuation�q = NXj=1 rj�bjwhere bj = [xj�1; xj ] and rj = xj � xj�1.9



Now consider the !-chain h�qiii�0 of simple valuations which are obtainedby the sequence of partitions hqiii�0, where qi consists of dyadic numbersxij = j=2i for j = 0; 1; 2; 3; � � � ; 2i. In more detail,�qi = 2iXj=1 12i �bj with bj = [j � 12i ; j2i ]:For any open interval a � [0; 1], the number �qi(�a) is the largest distancebetween dyadic numbers xij which are contained in a. For an arbitraryopen set, the contributions from individual connected components (intervals)add up. It is easy to see that �qi v � for all i � 0. Furthermore, we have:Proposition 2.17 The valuation � = Fi�0 �qi is supported in s[X ] andj(�) is the Lebesgue measure � on [0; 1].Proof Let hakik2Jn , n � 1, be the collection of all open balls in [0; 1] withradius at most 1=n, and put On = [k2Jn�ak :Then, hOnin�1 is a decreasing sequence of open sets in U [0; 1] ands[[0; 1]] = Tn�1On. But for each n � 1, �qi(On) = 1 if 1=2i < 1=n, i.e. if iis large enough. Hence, �(On) = supi �qi(On) = 1 for all n � 1. Therefore,�(s[[0; 1]]) = infn�1�(On) = 1showing that � 2 S1([0; 1]). To show that j(�) is the Lebesgue measure, itis su�cient by Proposition 2.7 to check that they have the same value onopen sets. Since any open set in [0; 1] is the countable union of disjointopen (or half-open half-closed at 0 or 1) intervals, it su�ces to check thison such intervals. But since the dyadic numbers are dense in [0; 1], it iseasy to see, for example, that�(�(x; y)) = supi�qi(�(x; y)) = y � x = �((x; y)): �3 The Normalised Probabilistic Power DomainIn this section, we consider the subset of normalised valuations ofthe probabilistic power domain and extend and sharpen the results inSubsection 2.2 for this subset.For any topological space Y , let P 1Y � PY be the set of continuousvaluations � on Y which are normalised, i.e. �(Y ) = 1. Note that if Y hasbottom ?, then P 1Y has bottom �?. Let DCPO? denote the category ofdcpo's with bottom and continuous maps. De�ne P 1 on morphisms as forP , i.e. for f : Y ! Z, put Pf(�) = � � f�1. ThenP 1 :DCPO? ! DCPO?is, like P , a locally continuous functor, which we call the normalisedprobabilistic power domain functor. 10



We will now extend the results of subsection 2.2 to the normalisedpower domain. In the rest of this paper, we denote the way-below relationsin PY and P 1Y by � and �1 respectively. Let Y be a dcpo with bottom.We get the analogue of Proposition 2.3.Proposition 3.1 For two simple valuations�1 = Xb2B rb�b �2 = Xc2C sc�cin P 1Y , we have: �1 v �2 i�, for all b 2 B and all c 2 C, there exists anonnegative number tb;c such thatXc2C tb;c = rb Xb2B tb;c = scand tb;c 6= 0 implies b v c.Proof The `if' part follows from Proposition 2.3. For the `only if' part,we know from the `only if' part of that proposition that there existnonnegative numbers tb;c such thatXc2C tb;c = rb Xb2B tb;c � scand tb;c 6= 0 implies b v c. If for any c 2 C, we have Pb tb;c < sc, then weobtain a contradiction, since1 =Xb rb =Xb Xc tb;c =Xc Xb tb;c <Xc sc = 1:It follows that Pb tb;c = sc for all c 2 C. �De�ne the mapsm+ : PY ! PY m� : PY ! PY� 7! �+ � 7! ��where �+(O) = ( �(O) if O 6= Y1 otherwiseand ��(O) = ( �(O) if O 6= Y�(Y � f?g) otherwise.Note that Y � f?g is an open set, and hence �� is well-de�ned. Themap m+ puts the missing mass of � on the bottom ? of Y to produce anormalised valuation �+. The map m� removes any mass that may existon ?. The following properties are easy consequences of the de�nitions;the proofs are omitted. 11



Proposition 3.2 (i) The maps m+ and m� are well-de�ned, continuousand satisfy: m+ �m+ = m+ w 1 m� �m� = m� v 1m� �m+ = m� m+ �m� = m+where 1 is the identity map on PY .(ii) � � � & � 2 P 1Y ) �+ �1 �.(iii) � �1 � ) �� � �� v �. �Corollary 3.3 If Y is an (!)-continuous dcpo with bottom, then P 1Y isalso an (!)-continuous dcpo with a basis of normalised simple valuations.Proof Note that P 1Y is the image of the continuous idempotent functionm+ : PY ! PY . But the image of any continuous idempotent function(i.e. retract) on an (!)-continuous dcpo is another (!)-continuous dcpo [1,Theorem 3.14]. �To prove an analogue of Proposition 2.5 for P 1Y , we need a technicallemma. Assume in the rest of this section that Y is a continuous dcpowith bottom.Lemma 3.4 Suppose �; � 2 P 1Y . Then � �1 � implies �(Y � f?g) < 1.Proof Assume � �1 �. For n � 1, let �n = 1n�? + (1 � 1n)�. We have�n(Y ) = 1 and �n(O) = (1� 1n)�(O) for any n � 1 and any open set O 6= Y .It follows that h�nin�1 is an increasing chain with lub �. Therefore,� v �n for some n � 1. We conclude that�(Y � f?g) � �n(Y � f?g) = (1� 1n)�(Y � f?g) � 1� 1n < 1as required. �Proposition 3.5 For two simple valuations�1 = Xb2B rb�b �2 = Xc2C sc�cin P 1Y , we have �1 �1 �2 i� ? 2 B with r? 6= 0, and, for all b 2 B andall c 2 C, there exists a nonnegative number tb;c with t?;c 6= 0 such thatXc2C tb;c = rb Xb2B tb;c = scand tb;c 6= 0 implies b� c. 12



Proof For the `if' part, note that the conditions above imply, byProposition 2.5, that��1 = Xb2B�f?g rb�b �Xc2C sc�c = �2:Now Proposition 3.2(ii) implies �1 = (��1 )+ �1 �2. For the `only if' part,�rst note that by Lemma 3.4 we must have ? 2 B with r? 6= 0. Thereforeby Proposition 3.2(iii)��1 = Xb2B�f?g rb�b �Xc2C sc�c = �2:Hence, by Proposition 2.5, there exists, for each b 2 B � f?g and c 2 C, anonnegative tb;c withrb = Xc2C tb;c (b 6= ?) sc > Xb6=? tb;csuch that tb;c 6= 0) b� c. Putt?;c = sc �Xb6=? tb;c:Then, it is easy to check thatXc2C t?;c = Xc2C(sc �Xb6=? tb;c) = 1� Xb6=?;c2C tb;c = 1�Xb6=? rb = r?:Furthermore we clearly haveXb2B tb;c = t?;c +Xb6=? tb;c = scas required. �4 The Generalised Riemann IntegralWe will now use the results of the previous sections to de�ne the generalisedRiemann integral. In this section and in the rest of the paper, letf : X ! R be a bounded real-valued function on a compact metric space(X; d) and let � be a bounded Borel measure on X . Let m = inf f [X ]and M = sup f [X ]. Without loss of generality, i.e. by a rescaling, we canassume that � is normalised. By Theorem 2.15, � corresponds to a uniquevaluation e(�) = � � s�1 2 S1(X) � P 1UX , which is supported in s[X ] andis, by Proposition 2.14, a maximal element of P 1UX . Recall that we write� instead of e(�). 13



4.1 The Lower and Upper R-IntegralsWe will de�ne the generalised Riemann integral by using generalisedDarboux sums as follows.De�nition 4.1 For any simple valuation � = Pb2B rb�b 2 PUX , the lowersum of f with respect to � isSX̀(f; �) = Xb2B rbinf f [b]:Similarly, the upper sum of f with respect to � isSuX(f; �) = Xb2B rbsup f [b]: �Note that, since f is bounded, the lower sum and the upper sum arewell-de�ned real numbers. When it is clear from the context, we drop thesubscript X and simply write S`(f; �) and Su(f; �). Clearly, we alwayshave S`(f; �) � Su(f; �).Proposition 4.2 Let �1; �2 2 P 1UX be simple valuations with �1 v �2,then S`(f; �1) v S`(f; �2) and Su(f; �2) v Su(f; �1):Proof Assume �1 = Xb2B rb�b and �2 = Xc2C sc�c:Let tb;c be the nonnegative numbers given by Proposition 3.1. Then,S`(f; �1) = Pb rbinf f [b] =PbPc tb;cinf f [b]� PbPc tb;cinf f [c] =PcPb tb;cinf f [c] =Pc scinf f [c]= S`(f; �2):Su(f; �1) = Pb rbsup f [b] =PbPc tb;csup f [b]� PbPc tb;csup f [c] =PcPb tb;csup f [c] =Pc scsup f [c]= Su(f; �2): �Note that, in the above proof, it is essential that the simple valuations arenormalised, i.e. that we work in P 1UX , to deduce that the upper sumdecreases. The latter would not hold in general for simple valuations inPUX .Corollary 4.3 If �1; �2 2 P 1UX are simple valuations with �1; �2 �1 �,then S`(f; �1) � Su(f; �2). 14



Proof Since the set of normalised simple valuations way-below � in P 1UXis directed, there exists a normalised simple valuation �3 2 P 1UX suchthat �1; �2 v �3 �1 �. By Proposition 4.2, we therefore haveS`(f; �1) � S`(f; �3) � Su(f; �3) � Su(f; �2): �Therefore, if we consider the directed set of simple valuations way-below� in P 1UX , then every lower sum is bounded by every upper sum. Thisis similar to the situation which arises for Darboux sums in Riemannintegration.De�nition 4.4 The lower R-integral of f with respect to � on X isRZ Xfd� = sup��1�SX̀(f; �):Similarly, the upper R-integral of f with respect to � on X isRZXfd� = inf��1�SuX(f; �): �Clearly, RRXfd� � RRXfd�.De�nition 4.5 We say f is R-integrable with respect to � on X , and writef 2 RX(�) if its lower and upper integrals coincide. If f is R-integrable,then the R-integral of f is de�ned asR ZX fd� = RZ Xfd� = RZ Xfd�: �When there is no confusion, we simply write R(�) instead of RX(�) andR fd� instead of R RX fd� (similarly for the lower and upper R-integrals).The following characterisation of R-integrability, similar to the Lebesguecondition for the ordinary Riemann integral, is an immediate consequenceof the de�nition.Proposition 4.6 (The R-condition.) We have f 2 R(�) i� for all � > 0there exists a simple valuation � 2 P 1UX with � �1 � such thatSu(f; �)� S`(f; �) < �: �There is also an equivalent characterisation of the R-integral in terms ofgeneralised Riemann sums with its well-known parallel in ordinary Riemannintegration.De�nition 4.7 For a simple valuation � = Pb2B rb�b 2 PUX and for achoice of �b 2 b for each b 2 B, the sum Pb2B rbf(�b) is called a generalisedRiemann sum for f with respect to � and is denoted by S�(f; �). �Note that we always haveS`(f; �) � S�(f; �) � Su(f; �)for any generalised Riemann sum S�(f; �). We therefore immediatelyobtain: 15



Proposition 4.8 We have f 2 R(�) with R-integral value K i� for all� > 0 there exists a simple valuation� = Xb2B rb�b 2 P 1UXwith � �1 � such that jK � S�(f; �)j < �for all generalised Riemann sums S�(f; �) of f with respect to �. �Having de�ned the notion of R-integrability with respect to simplevaluations way below � in P 1UX , we can now deduce the following results.Proposition 4.9 If f is R-integrable and � = Fi�0 �i, where h�iii�0 is an!-chain in PUX, thenZ fd� = limi!1S`(f; �i) = limi!1 Su(f; �i) = limi!1S�i(f; �i);where S�i(f; �i) is any generalised Riemann sum of f with respect �i.Proof Let � > 0 be given. Let the simple valuation � 2 P 1UX with� �1 � be such that Su(f; �)� S`(f; �) < �. Since � = Fi �+i , there existsN � 0 such that � v �+i and �i(UX) > 1 � � for all i � N . Therefore,for all i � N , �+i = �i + ri�X with ri = 1 � �i(UX) < �. For i � N , wetherefore have S`(f; �+i )� S`(f; �i) = riinf f [X ] = rimSu(f; �+i )� Su(f; �i) = risup f [X ] = riMand also the inequalitiesS`(f; �) � S`(f; �+i ) � Su(f; �+i ) � Su(f; �)S`(f; �) � Z fd� � Su(f; �):It follows that jS`(f; �+i ) � R fd�j < � and jSu(f; �+i ) � R fd�j < � fori � N . We conclude that for i � N ,jS`(f; �i)� Z fd�j < (1 + jmj)�jSu(f; �i)� Z fd�j < (1 + jM j)�;and the result follows. �Corollary 4.10 If f is R-integrable and � = Fi�0 �i, where h�iii�0 is an!-chain in P 1UX, then S`(f; �i) increases to R fd� and Su(f; �i) decreasesto R fd�. � 16



4.2 Elementary Properties of the R-IntegralWe now show some simple properties of the R-integral.Proposition 4.11 (i) If f; g 2 R(�) then f + g 2 R(�) andR (f + g) d� = R fd�+ R gd�.(ii) If f 2 R(�) and c 2 R, then cf 2 R(�) and R cf d� = c R fd�.(iii) More generally, if f; g 2 R(�) so is their product h : X ! R withh(x) = f(x)g(x).Proof We will only prove (i). For any nonempty compact subset b � Xwe have: sup (f + g)[b] � sup f [b] + sup g[b]inf (f + g)[b] � inf f [b] + inf g[b]:Hence, for any simple valuation � �1 �, we haveSu(f + g; �) � Su(f; �) + Su(g; �)S`(f + g; �) � S`(f; �) + S`(g; �):Let � > 0 be given. There exist simple valuations �1; �2 �1 � withSu(f; �1) < Z fd�+ �=2 Su(g; �2) < Z gd�+ �=2:Let the simple valuation � be such that �1; �2 v � �1 �. ThenSu(f; �) � Su(f; �1) and Su(g; �) � Su(g; �2), and we have:Su(f + g; �) � Su(f; �) + Su(g; �) � Su(f; �1) + Su(g; �2)� R fd�+ R gd�+ �:Therefore, R (f+g) d� � R fd�+R gd�. Similarly, R fd�+R gd� � R (f+g) d�,and the result follows. �Given the function f : X ! R as before, de�ne two functions f+; f� : X ! Rby f+(x) = ( f(x) if f(x) � 00 otherwise and f�(x) = ( �f(x) if f(x) � 00 otherwise.Proposition 4.12 If f 2 R(�), then f+; f� 2 R(�) andR fd� = R f+d�� R f�d�.Proof For any non-empty compact set b � X , we havesup f+[b]� inf f+[b] � sup f [b]� inf f [b]and therefore Su(f+; �)� S`(f+; �) � Su(f; �)� S`(f; �):By the R-condition (Proposition 4.6), f+ 2 R(�). Similarly, f� 2 R(�).Since f = f+�f�, by Proposition 4.11, we get R fd� = R f+d�� R f�d�. �17



The following properties are easily shown.Proposition 4.13 (i) If f is nonnegative and f 2 R(�) then R fd� � 0.(ii) f 2 R(�)) jf j 2 R(�) andj Z fd�j � Z jf jd�: �We will make frequent use of the following result in the next sections. Asbefore, let � be a normalised Borel measure on the compact metric spaceX .Proposition 4.14 Let h�iii2I be a directed set of simple valuations�i = Xb2Bi ri;b�bin P 1UX with lub �. Then for all � > 0 and all � > 0, there exists i 2 Iwith Xb2Bi;jbj�� ri;b < �where jbj is the diameter of the compact set b � X.Proof Let � > 0 and � > 0 be given. Let hakik2Jn , n � 1, be the collectionof all open balls in X with radius at most 1=n, and putOn = [k2Jn�ak :Then, for all n � 1, we have s[X ] � s[On] and hence �(On) = �(s[X ]) = 1,since � is supported in s[X ]. Now choose n > 2=� so that 1=n < �=2. Sincesupi2I�i(On) = �(On) = 1, there exists i 2 I with �i(On) > 1� �. It followsthat Xb2Bi;jbj�� ri;b < �as required. �5 R-integration and Riemann integrationIn this section, we show that Riemann integration is equivalent toR-integration on compact real intervals with respect to the Lebesguemeasure.Let X = [0; 1] be the unit real interval with the Lebesgue measure �.Recall from Example 2.16 that any partitionq : 0 = x0 < x1 < � � � < xj�1 < xj < xj+1 < � � �< xN�1 < xN = 1of [0; 1] gives rise to a simple valuation�q = NXj=1 rj�bjwhere bj = [xj�1; xj] and rj = xj � xj�1. Given any bounded functionf : [0; 1] ! R, the lower and upper Darboux sums of f with respect to18



the partition q in the ordinary Riemann integration of f are precisely thelower and upper sums S`(f; �) and Su(f; �) of R-integration. We will ofcourse use this fact to show that f is Riemann integrable i� f 2 R(�), andthat when the two integrals exist, then they are equal, i.e.R Z[0;1] fd� = Z 10 f(x)dx:However, it can be easily shown that �q is not way-below � if N > 1.In fact, for i � 1, let �i = 1i �[0;1] + (1� 1i )�i, where h�iii�1 is the !-chaingiven in Proposition 2.17. Then, we have Fi�1 �i = �, but there is noi � 1 with �q v �i, showing that �q is not way-below �. But, the followinglemma shows that it is possible to obtain a valuation close to �q which isway-below �.Lemma 5.1 Let q be any partition of [0; 1] inducing the simple valuation�q as above, and let 0 < � < 1. Then, � = ��[0;1]+ (1� �)�q �1 �.Proof By Proposition 3.2(ii), it su�ces to prove that (1 � �)�q � �.Choose a real number � such that � > � > 0. For each j = 1; : : : ; N ,let b0j = [xj�1 + 12�rj; xj � 12�rj ]. Since b0j � (xj�1; xj) � bj , it follows thatbj � b0j holds in UX . Let �0 = (1� �)PNj=1 rj�b0j . By Proposition 2.5, withtjj = (1� �)rj and tjj0 = 0 for j 6= j 0, we have (1� �)�q � �0. Since thelength of b0j is (1� �)rj and the intervals b0j , j = 1; : : : ; N , are disjoint, iteasily follows that �0 v �. Thus, (1� �)�q � �0 v � as required.�Theorem 5.2 A bounded real-valued function on a compact real intervalis Riemann integrable i� it is R-integrable with respect to the Lebesguemeasure. Furthermore, the two integrals are equal when they exist.Proof Assume without loss of generality that the compact real intervalis in fact the unit interval. For the `if' part, assume f : [0; 1] ! R isR-integrable. Let � > 0 be given. By the R-condition, there exists � �1 �with Su(f; �)� S`(f; �) < �. Now take, for example, the !-chain h�qiii�0 ofsimple valuations of Proposition 2.17 whose lub is �. Since �qi 2 P 1U [0; 1]for all i � 0, there is i � 0 with � v �qi . HenceSu(f; �qi)� S`(f; �qi) � Su(f; �)� S`(f; �) < �and therefore the Riemann condition is satis�ed and f is Riemannintegrable. Since, by Corollary 4.10, the R-integral is the supremum ofS`(f; �qi) and the latter is also the Riemann integral of f , we concludethat the two integrals are equal when they exist. For the `only if' part,assume f is Riemann integrable and let q : 0 = x0 < x1 < � � � < xN = 1be a partition of [0; 1] with Su(f; �q) � S`(f; �q) < �. By Lemma 5.1,� = ��[0;1] + (1� �)�q is way-below �. We also haveSu(f; �)� S`(f; �) � (M �m)�+ (1� �)�< (M �m+ 1)�:We conclude that f satis�es the R-condition, and is therefore R-integrable. �19



We conclude that ordinary Riemann integration is a particular instance ofR-integration.6 Further Properties of R-integrationIn this section, we will show that all the basic results for ordinary Riemannintegration on a compact interval in R can be extended to R-integration.Assume as before that � is a normalised Borel measure on the compactmetric space X . We �rst show that continuous functions are R-integrable.Theorem 6.1 Any continuous function f : X ! R is R-integrable withrespect to �.Proof Let � > 0 be given. By the uniform continuity of f on the compactset X , there exists � > 0 such that d(x; y) < � implies jf(x)� f(y)j < �2 .By Proposition 4.14, there exists a simple valuation � = Pb2B rb�b with� �1 � such that Xjbj�� rb � �2(M �m+ 1) :Therefore,Su(f; �)� S`(f; �) = Xb2Brb(supf [b]� inff [b])= Xb2B;jbj<�rb(supf [b]� inff [b]) + Xb2B;jbj��rb(supf [b]� inff [b])< �2 + (M�m)�2(M�m+1)< �:It follows by the R-condition that f 2 R(�). �Next we will prove that a bounded function is R-integrable with respectto a Borel measure if and only if its set of discontinuities has measurezero. This will generalise the well-known Lebesgue criterion for ordinaryRiemann integration of a bounded function on a compact real interval.We need some de�nitions and properties relating to the oscillationof a bounded function f : X ! R which generalise those of a boundedfunction on a compact real interval as presented, for example, in [2]. Forconvenience and consistency, we will use the terminology in that work.De�nition 6.2 Let T � X . The number
f (T ) = supff(x)� f(y) j x; y 2 Tgis called the oscillation of f on T . For x 2 X , the number!f (x) = limh!0+ 
f(B(x; h))20



where B(x; h) � X is the open ball of radius h > 0 at x, is the oscillationof f at x. For each r > 0, letDr = fx 2 X j !f (x) � 1=rg: �The following properties then are straightforward generalisations of thosein [2, pages 170-171].Proposition 6.3 (i) f is continuous at x 2 X i� !f (x) = 0.(ii) If !f (x) < � for all x 2 X, then there exists � > 0 such that for allcompact subsets b � X with jbj < � we have 
f (b) < �.(iii) For any r > 0 the set Dr is closed. �If D is the set of discontinuities of f , then using De�nition 6.2 andProposition 6.3(i), we can write D = Sn�1Dn where D1 � D2 � D3 � : : :is an increasing chain of closed sets. Hence, D is an F� , and therefore aBorel, set. Recall that we assume � to be a normalised measure on thecompact metric space X .Lemma 6.4 Let d � X be compact, and let � = Pb2B rb�b be a simplevaluation in P 1UX.(i) If � v � then Xb\d6=; rb � �(d):(ii) If � �1 �, then Xb�\d6=; rb � �(d)where b� is the interior of b.Proof (i) We havePb\d6=; rb = 1�Pb\d=; rb since �(UX) = 1= 1�Pb�X�d rb= 1�Pb2�(X�d) rb= 1� �(�(X � d))� 1� �(�(X � d)) since � v �= 1� (�(s[X ])� �(s[d])) since � is supported in s[X ]= �(d)(ii) By the interpolative property of �1, there exists a normalised simplevaluation  = Pc2C sc�c such that � �1  �1 �. Let tb;c be given as in21



Proposition 3.5. Then�(d) � Pc\d6=; sc by part (i)= Pc\d6=;Pb�c tb;c� Pb�\d6=;Pc2C tb;c= Pb�\d6=; rb: �Theorem 6.5 A bounded real-valued function on a compact metric spaceis R-integrable with respect to a bounded Borel measure i� its set ofdiscontinuities has measure zero.Proof Necessity. Let D be the set of discontinuities of f : X ! R andsuppose �(D) > 0. Since D = Sn�1Dn, we must have �(Dn) > 0 for somen � 1. Fix such n and let � = Pb2B rb�b be any simple valuation with� �1 �. ThenSu(f; �)� S`(f; �) = Xb rb(supf [b]� inff [b])� Xb�\Dn 6=;rb(supf [b]� inff [b])� Xb�\Dn 6=;rb=n by de�nition of Dn� �(Dn)=n > 0: by Lemma 6.4(ii)Therefore, f does not satisfy the R-condition and is not R-integrable.Su�ciency. Assume �(D) = 0. It follows that �(Dn) = 0 for all n � 1.Fix n � 1. Since � is regular, there exists an open set v 2 
X withDn � v and �(v) < 1=n. Choose an open set w 2 
X which contains Dnand whose closure is contained in v. Let �1 > 0 be the minimum distancebetween X � v and the closure of w. For x 2 X �w we have !f (x) < 1=n.Therefore, by Proposition 6.3(ii) applied to X �w, there exists �2 > 0 suchthat for any compact subset c � X � w with jcj � �2 we have
f(c) < 1=n: (1)Let 0 < � < min(�1; �2). By Proposition 4.14, there exists a simple valuation =Pb2B rb�b with  �1 � such thatXjbj�� rb < 1=n: (2)Observe that if jbj < �, then b is contained in at least one of the setsv or X � w. We also have(�v) � �(�v) = �(v) < 1=n (3)22



since � is supported in s[X ]. Therefore,Su(f; )� S`(f; ) = Xb2Brb(supf [b]� inff [b])� Xjbj�� � � � + Xjbj��;b�v � � � + Xjbj��;b�X�w � � �� M �mn + M �mn + Xjbj��;b�X�w rbn by (2), (3) and (1)� 2(M �m) + 1n :Since n � 1 is arbitrary, f 2 R(�) by the R-condition. �If � is a bounded Borel measure on X and C � X is a closed subset, thenthe restriction ��C is a bounded Borel measure on C. For convenience, wewrite f 2 RC(�) and RC fd�, if f is R-integrable on C with respect to thisrestriction.Corollary 6.6 If f 2 RX(�) then f 2 RC(�) for all closed subsets C � X.Proposition 6.7 If f 2 RX(�) and C;D � X are closed subsets withC \D = ;, then ZC[D fd� = ZC fd� + ZD fd�:Proof By Corollary 6.6, we know that the three integrals exist. Let h�iii�0be an !-chain of simple valuations in PUC with lub ��C . Similarly, lethiii�0 be an !-chain of simple valuations in PUD with lub ��D. Then,it is straightforward to check that h�i + iii�0 is an !-chain of simplevaluations in PU(C [D) with lub ��C[D. For each i � 0, we haveSC̀[D(f; �i + i) = SC̀(f; �i) + SD̀(f; i):Therefore, RC[D fd� = limi!1 SC̀[D(f; �i + i)= limi!1 SC̀(f; �i) + SD̀(f; i)= limi!1 SC̀(f; �i) + limi!1 SD̀(f; i)= RC fd� + RD fd�: �Next, we consider the R-integrability of the uniform limit of a sequenceof R-integrable functions.Theorem 6.8 If the sequence hfnin�0 of R-integrable functions fn : X ! Ris uniformly convergent to f : X ! R, then f is R-integrable andR fd� = limi!1 R fid�. 23



Proof Let � > 0 be given. We show that f satis�es the R-condition. LetN � 0 be such that jfn(x) � f(x)j < �=3 for all n � N and all x 2 X .Then for all simple valuations � 2 P 1UX we have jSu(f � fN ; �)j < �=3and jS`(f � fN ; �)j < �=3. Since fN is R-integrable, there exists a simplevaluation � �1 � with Su(fN ; �)� S`(fN ; �) < �=3. Therefore,Su(f; �)� S`(f; �) � Su(f � fN ; �) + Su(fN ; �)� S`(f � fN ; �)� S`(fN ; �)� jSu(f � fN ; �)j+ jS`(f � fN ; �)j+ Su(fN ; �)� S`(fN ; �)< �3 + �3 + �3 = �and, hence, f 2 R(�). Furthermore, for all n � N , we havej R fd�� R fnd�j = j R f � fnd�j� R jf � fnjd�� �: �In the next section, we will also show the generalisation of Arzel�a's theoremfor R-integration.7 R-Integration and Lebesgue IntegrationIt is well known that when the ordinary Riemann integral of a boundedfunction on a compact real interval exists, so does its Lebesgue integraland the two integrals coincide. In this section, we will show that thisresult extends to R-integration.In order to show that an R-integrable function is Lebesgue integrable,we construct an increasing sequence of simple measurable functions whichtend to our function. We do this by considering the set of deations onUX .Recall [18] that a deation on a dcpo Y is a continuous mapd : Y ! Ywhich is below the identity d v 1Y and its image im(d) is �nite. Ifb 2 B = im(d), then D = d�1(b) satis�es the following properties:(i) x v y v z & x; z 2 D ) y 2 D.(ii) For any directed set hxiii2I with Fi xi 2 D, we have xi 2 D for somei 2 I .(iii) For any directed set hxiii2I with xi 2 D for all i 2 I , we haveFi xi 2 D. 24



It follows [24] that D is a crescent, i.e. D = v � w for some open setsv; w 2 
Y . Now consider the map Pd : PY ! PY , induced by theprobabilistic power domain functor P on the deation d v 1Y . We havePd(�) = � � d�1 v �, since d�1(O) � O for all O 2 
Y . Consider theunique extension of � 2 PY to the ring generated by the open sets, i.e.put �(D) = �(v)� �(v \ w) for each crescent D = v � w. Then it is easilyseen that � � d�1 = Xb2B rb�bwith rb = �(d�1(b)). Hence, for each deation d and each continuousvaluation � on Y , we obtain a simple valuation � � d�1 below �. Note thatif � is normalised so is � � d�1. Recall also that if Y is the retract ofan SFP domain, then the set of deations way-below the identity map isdirected and has the identity as its lub [18, page 88]. We can now deduce:Proposition 7.1 Any continuous valuation on a retract of an SFP domainis the lub of an !-chain of simple valuations induced from deations belowthe identity map.Proof Let Y be a retract of an SFP domain and � be a continuousvaluation on Y . By the above remark, there exists an !-chain hdiii�0of deations on Y with 1Y = Fi di. By the local continuity ofP (Proposition 2.2), we have 1PY = Fi Pdi and therefore� =Gi Pdi(�) =Gi � � d�1ias required. �We are now in a position to prove the main result in this section. Forclarity we denote the Lebesgue integral of a real-valued function f : X ! Rwith respect to the Borel measure � by L RX fd� and the R-integral byR RX fd�. We also drop the subscript X .Theorem 7.2 If a bounded real-valued function f is R-integrable withrespect to a Borel measure � on a compact metric space X, then it is alsoLebesgue integrable and the two integrals coincide.Proof Since UX is an !-continuous bounded complete dcpo with bottom,there exists by Proposition 7.1 an !-chain hdiii�0 of deations di : UX ! UXwith Fi � � d�1i = � and each i � 0 induces a simple valuation�i = � � d�1i = Xb2Bi ri;b�bwhere Bi = imdi and ri;b = �(d�1i (b)). For each i � 0, de�ne two functionsf�i : X ! R f+i : X ! Rx 7! inff [s�1(d�1i (di(s(x))))] x 7! supf [s�1(d�1i (di(s(x))))]where s : X ! UX is, as before, the singleton map. Since for each i � 0and x 2 X , we have d�1i (di(s(x))) = v � w for some open sets v; w 2 
UX ,25



it follows easily that s�1(d�1i (di(s(x)))) = s�1(v)� s�1(w) is a crescent ofX . Moreover, as the image of di is �nite, X is partitioned to a �nitenumber of such crescents. Therefore, f�i and f+i are simple measurablefunctions. Is is easy to see that for each x 2 X we have:m � : : : � f�i (x) � f�i+1(x) � : : :� f(x) � : : : � f+i+1(x) � f+i (x) � : : : �Mwhere m and M are, as before, the in�mum and the supremum of f onX . Letf� : X ! R f+i : X ! Rx 7! limi!1 f�i (x) x 7! limi!1 f+i (x):Then f�(x) � f(x) � f+(x) for all x 2 X . By the monotone convergencetheorem, f� and f� are Lebesgue integrable. We will calculate theirLebesgue integrals.For each b 2 Bi, let�i;b = supf [s�1(d�1i (b))] �i;b = inff [s�1(d�1i (b))]:Since d�1i (b) � "b, we have s�1(d�1i (b)) � b. Hence, for all i � 0 and b 2 Bi,inff [b] � �i;b � �i;b � supf [b]:We can now obtain the following estimates for the Lebesgue integrals off�i and f+i : L R f+i d� = Pb2Bi ri;b�i;b� Pb2Bi ri;bsupf [b]= Su(f; �i)and L R f�i d� = Pb2Bi ri;b�i;b� Pb2Bi ri;binff [b]= S`(f; �i):Since f�i � f+i implies L R f�i d� � L R f+i d�, we obtain:S`(f; �i) � L Z f�i d� � L Z f+i d� � Su(f; �i):As f is assumed to be R-integrable, we know by Propositions 4.2 and 4.9that S`(f; �i) increases to R R fd� and Su(f; �i) decreases to R R fd�.Therefore,L Z f�i d�! R Z fd� and L Z f+i d�! R Z fd�as i!1. By the monotone convergence theorem, we have:26



L Z f�d� = limi!1L Z f�i d� = R Z fd�L Z f+d� = limi!1L Z f+i d� = R Z fd�:It now follows that L R (f+� f�) d� = 0 which implies that f+ = f� almosteverywhere. Therefore f = f� = f+ almost everywhere. We conclude thatf is Lebesgue integrable andL Z fd� = L Z f�d� = L Z f+d� = R Z fd�as required. �We can now also obtain the generalisation of Arzel�a's theorem forR-integration.Corollary 7.3 Suppose the sequence hfnin�0 of real-valued and uniformlybounded functions on X is pointwise convergent to an R � integrablefunction f . Then, we have:R Z fd� = limn!1R Z fnd�:Proof This follows immediately by applying Theorem 7.2 and using theLebesgue dominated convergence theorem. �8 Applications to FractalsAn immediate area of application for R-integration is in the theory ofiterated function systems (IFS) with probabilities. Recall [15, 3] that anIFS with probabilities, fX ; f1; : : : ; fN ; p1; : : : ; pNg, is given by a �nite numberof contracting maps fi : X ! X (1 � i � N) on a compact metric space X ,such that each fi is assigned a probability weight pi with 0 < pi < 1 andNXi=1 pi = 1:An IFS with probabilities gives rise to a unique invariant Borel measureon X . If X � Rn, then the support of this measure is usually a fractali.e. it has �ne, complicated and non-smooth local structure, some form ofself-similarity and, usually, a non-integral Hausdor� dimension. Conversely,given any image regarded as a compact set in the plane, one uses aself-tiling of the image and Barnsley's collage theorem to �nd an IFS withcontracting a�ne transformations, whose attractor approximates the image.The theory has many applications including in statistical physics [14, 6, 10],neural nets [5, 8] and image compression [3, 4].27



It was shown in [9, Theorem 6.2], that the unique invariant measure �of an IFS with probabilities as above is the �xed point of the mapT : P 1UX ! P 1UX� 7! T (�)de�ned by T (�)(O) = PNi=1 pi�(f�1i (O)). This �xed point can be writtenas Fm�0 �m where �0 = �X and for m � 1,�m = Tm(�X) = NXi1;i2;:::;im=1 pi1pi2 : : : pim�fi1fi2 :::fim(X):Therefore, the unique invariant measure of the IFS with probabilities is thelub of an !-chain of simple valuations in P 1UX . This provides a betteralgorithm for fractal image decompression using measures [11], comparedto the algorithms presented in [4].Suppose now we have a bounded function f : X ! R whose set ofdiscontinuities has �-measure zero, then we know that its Lebesgue integralwith respect to � coincides with its R-integral with respect to �. Fixx 2 X and, for each m � 1, consider the generalised Riemann sumSx(f; �m) = NXi1;i2;:::;im=1 pi1pi2 : : : pimf(fi1fi2 : : :fim(x)):From Proposition 4.9, we immediately obtain:Theorem 8.1 For an IFS with probabilities and a bounded real-valuedfunction f which is continuous almost everywhere with respect to theinvariant measure � of the IFS, we haveL Z f d� = R Z f d� = limm!1Sx(f; �m);for any x 2 X. �If f satis�es a Lipschitz condition, then, for any � > 0, we can obtaina �nite algorithm to estimate R f d� up to � accuracy [11]. The onlyother method for computing the integral is by Elton's ergodic theorem [12]:The time-average of f with respect to the non-deterministic dynamicalsystem f1; f2; : : : ; fN : X ! X , where at each stage in the orbit of apoint the map fi is selected with probability pi, tends, with probabilityone, to its space-average, i.e. to its integral. However, in this case, theconvergence is only with probability one and there is no estimate for therate of convergence. Therefore, the above theorem provides a better wayof computing the integral. 28



Example 8.2 Finally, we consider a concrete example. LetC = f1; 2; � � � ; Ng! be the Cantor space with the following metricd(x; y) = 1Xn=0 �(xn; yn)2nwhere the Kronecker delta is given by�(k; l) = ( 0 if k = l1 otherwise.This metric is equivalent to the Cantor (product) topology, and is frequentlyused in mathematics and theoretical physics. Let fC; f1; : : : ; fN ; p1; : : : ; pNgbe an IFS with probabilities on C, withfk : C ! Cx 7! kx;where kx is concatenation of k and x. Its unique invariant measure � isde�ned on the closed-open subset[i1i2 � � � im] = fx 2 C j xj = ij ; 1 � j � mgby �([i1i2 � � � im]) = pi1pi2 � � �pim :In fact, we have�m = Tm(�X) = NXi1;i2;:::;im=1 pi1pi2 : : : pim�[i1i2:::im]:Let f : C ! Rx 7! d(x; 1!)be the function which gives the distance of the point x to the point 1!.This function is continuous and therefore its Lebesgue integral with respectto � coincides with its R-integral with respect to �. The integral in factrepresents the average distance in C from 1! with respect to the invariantmeasure. The R-integral is easily obtained using Theorem 8.1 above withx = 1!. In fact a straightforward calculation shows thatS1!(f; �m) = 2(1� 12m )(1� p1)! 2(1� p1)as m!1. Therefore, L R fd� = R R fd� = 2(1� p1).AcknowledgementsI would like to thank Achim Jung, Klaus Keimel and Philipp S�underhauffor discussions on continuous domains. I am in particular grateful to AchimJung who suggested the idea of using deations leading to Proposition 7.1.Many thanks to Reinhold Heckmann for suggesting shorter proofs for twolemmas. This work has been funded by the SERC \Foundational Structuresfor Computer Science" at Imperial College.29
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